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1105405
151 Date of the registration

02.12.2011

180 Expected expiration date of the registration/renewal

02.12.2021

270 Language of the application

English

 
  Current Status
732 Name and address of the holder of the registration

"ELIDI 1965" OOD zh.k. "Hadzhi Dimitar", bl. 72, vh. V, ap.61 BG-1510 Sofia Bulgaria

811 Contracting State of which the holder is a national

BG (Bulgaria)

740 Name and address of the representative

INTER-ECVI-PATENT 13, Sofrony Vrachansky Str., at. 3 BG-1000 Sofia Bulgaria

540 Mark

531 International Classification of the Figurative Elements of Marks (Vienna Classification) - VCL(6)

27.05.01 ; 29.01.13

591 Information concerning colors claimed

Red, black. 

Red: letter V, part of the stylized letter A; black: other elements of the mark. 

Rouge, noir. 

Rouge: lettre V, partie de la lettre A stylisée; noir: autres éléments de la marque. 

Rojo, negro. 

Rojo: letra V, parte de la letra A estilizada; negro: los demás elementos de la marca. 

511 International Classification of Goods and Services for the Purposes of the Registration of Marks

(Nice Classification) - NCL(9)

          09 Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring,

signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving apparatus and instruments; apparatus and

instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling

electricity; apparatus for the recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images;

magnetic data carriers, recording discs; automatic vending machines and mechanisms for coin-

operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment and

computers; fire-extinguishing apparatus.

          11 Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating,

water supply and sanitary purposes.

          42 Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis

and research services; design and development of computer hardware and software.

821 Basic application

EM (European Community), 02.12.2011, 010256907

832 Designation(s) under the Madrid Protocol

AL (Albania), CN (China), MD (Republic of Moldova), MK (The former Yugoslav Republic of

Macedonia), RS (Serbia), RU (Russian Federation)



 
  Registration
450 Publication number and date

2012/5 Gaz, 23.02.2012

832 Designation(s) under the Madrid Protocol

AL (Albania), CN (China), MD (Republic of Moldova), MK (The former Yugoslav Republic of

Macedonia), RS (Serbia), RU (Russian Federation)

851 Limitation of the list of goods and services

CN (China), MD (Republic of Moldova)

List limited to class 11.

580 Date of recording (date of notification from which the time limit to notify the refusal starts)

16.02.2012


